
Feel the great power of nanoparticles
and protect your products against

bacteria, viruses and fungi!
Items in everyday use may carry numerous harmful microorganisms 

such as bacteria, fungi, mould or viruses. Nowadays it is very important 

to take care of safety of products. Get ahead of competitors and increase 

attractiveness of your products!

Eko-Protector Ag and Eko-Protector Zn are additives to plastics 

that contain nanosilver and nano zinc and are found in the form 

of convenient granulate. They impede growth of microorganisms, 

minimalize discolouration, neutralize odours and physical damage 

to a finished product.

How it works?
Silver nanoparticles show remarkable biocidal 

properties even in a very low concentration. 

The concentration is sufficient to protect the top 

layer against growth of 650 species of mould, 

bacteria, viruses and fungi!

On contacting a surface protected with 

nanoparticles, the life cycle of bacteria is blocked 

and, thus, they cannot grow, generate energy 

and proliferate and they die. Saturation of surfaces 

with nanosilver reduces the risk of infection.

Nanoparticles adhere
to microorganisms, thus
preventing their growth.

They affect enzyme 
metabolism by blocking 
generation of energy.

Microorganisms cannot
proliferate freely
and they die.
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Nanosilver is not subject to self-degradation and, thus, it is 

active in plastics for life. The additive is safe for people, animals 

and natural environment.

Eko-Protector Ag and Eko-Protektor Zn mixtures are compatible 

with most of polymer preparations and, therefore, can easily be 

included in production of a ready product. Granulates are also 

suitable for transparent applications, e.g. film bags. They are also 

suitable for contact with food.

We have our own laboratory that guarantees technological support 

and production of tailored products.

You can start protecting your production right now!

The antibacterial protection
may be used on items in everyday 
use found in hospitals, care homes, 
schools, offices or gyms.

The below table contains detailed specifications of the products:
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Form 

Particle size

Dosing 

Carrier 

granulate

5-15 nm

1-2%

LDPE

granulate

10-15 nm

1-2%

LDPE

Eko-Protector Ag Eko-Protector Zn

Application 
compatible with PP, PE, PET,

PS, PC, PVC and most
of other plastics

stable at temperatures below 240ºC,
ideal for resins melting at low temperatures, 

including, TPE, TPU and olefins

Odour odourless odourless

Shelf life 2 years 2 years




